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Abstract 
 

Data and information is key part to any business and user in the modern world. Every bit of data is 

today saved in IT systems. It is evident that everything that is created, gets destroyed and the same 

principle applies to our data stored in our computer systems. To protect ourselves from the loss of 

data, people resort to many workarounds including online data backup systems.  This paper covers 

the popular and fairly different online data backup systems available today in the market. Important 

features like safety, security, accessibility, usage and pricing have been covered for each of the online 

data backup systems i.e. Carbonite, Dropbox, Mozy, Elephantdrive and Memopal. The paper 

highlights how each of the products works in general, its features and provides pros and cons. In the 

end the term paper compares the services together based on certain criterions.  
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Data and Information 
 

In everyday life and work, we need data and information to perform some tasks. Every decision we 

make, every work we do, everything we keep and save, every interpretation and inference is based 

on data and information available to us. Though normally we use the terms “data” and “information” 

synonymously, there is literally and conceptually a respectable difference between the two. Data is 

essentially a raw figure, a state, sometimes a number which when polished and/or combined 

effectively with other forms of data creates information. Information, hence, is derived from data. 

Data on its own makes little sense to human beings. For example, one can get data from surveys on 

customer service and derive the weak points in the service provided. The replies given by the 

customers are data whereas the derived and interpreted results are information on the basis of 

which intelligent decisions could be made by the service provider.  

Importance of data and information 
 

Data and information are useful to us in a lot of ways. They can be shared enabling socialization, can 

be transferred, can be saved for future use and reference, can help making decisions and can set a 

basis for learning and research. There are infinite ways one can use data and information. In fact, 

human communication, in any form, is a way of transferring and receiving data and information.  

In today’s digital world, much of the data and information is stored in IT systems. With a big bang of 

personal computers, servers, mobile devices and other digital systems, normal users and even big 

enterprises capture, use and store their data and information in IT systems. Data which existed as 

scripts, words and speeches have now been transformed into bit streams which travel through wires 

and signals and stored in silicon chips. 

Data and information lose 
 

With the increase in importance of digital data and information in daily lives of users and businesses, 

the need to safeguard them has grown. Loosing personal or critical data and information can be very 

dangerous. Businesses can go down, privacy can be misused and everyone related to use the data 

and information can get effected. Bad things can happen unexpectedly and hence it is important to 

realize the need to avoid the disruption caused by data loses. Viruses that spread over the Internet, 

hard disk crashes, theft, natural disaster etc. are some of the common causes when an entity loses its 

data and information. 

 According to an internet survey conducted by Kabooza (www.kabooza.com), between 24.12.2008 

and 06.01.2009, computer viruses are considered to be the primary risk factors to users’ personal 

data. Figure 1 shows the responses of the survey conducted. The survey covered 4257 respondents 

from 129 countries.  

 

http://www.kabooza.com/
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“54% of the respondents see virus as the primary 

risk factor for their personal data. The next most 

perceived risk factor, 31%, is a hard drive crash. 

Theft and physical damage to the PC only account 

for 16% of the perceived risk” [1]. 

Figure 1: Survey results on greatest risks for personal data 
Source: www.kabooza.com 

Data Backup 
 

There are various ways and workarounds towards the risks of losing data and information. One can 

take precautions like timely hardware checks, using antivirus softwares but one of the most common 

workaround is taking data backup. Data backup refers to copying and storing the data and 

information present in digital/IT systems to a safer place. In case of an accident and lose of data, one 

can always restore the data back from the backup system. The impact of data loses or corruptions 

can affect the functions of an organization in a large way. Restoring back to the original state after an 

unexpected breakdown can take from minutes to hours and even days. A quick plan of action has to 

be in place in case of such failures and crashes to avoid any negative consequence. 

Ways to data backup 
 

Regardless of how the data is being backup’d, it is stored in a physical storage. There are two ways 

the data can be stored as a backup i.e. on a self owned physical storage device like CD, DVD, Flash 

drives etc. and on remote servers over the Internet where the storage space and servers are owned 

by a third party.  

Offline, self managed 
 

CDs and DVDs are used by PC users for data backup. Files and folders are copied in the storage disks 

which usually have storage space up to 4 GBs. Flash drives or USB Pen drives provide more compact 

and portable means of storing data and creating backups. USB or detachable hard disks provide more 

space to store data and information for users. Though they offer a user to store the important data 

at a secondary place, the safety of these secondary storage devices are still questionable. Usually 

users keep their secondary storage devices in the vicinity of their primary storage devices which, in 

case of a natural disaster, are equally susceptible to damage and lose. Another problem to this 

approach of storing data and creating a backup is data management and access. The access to 

backup data can only take place if one is, at that particular point of time, in direct access to the 

secondary storage device.  

 

http://www.kabooza.com/
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Online, third party managed 
 

With widespread internet access to every person and organization, a relatively new trend of online 

data backup has emerged. The basic concept behind this scheme is that a user stores data and 

information to a remote server, over the Internet, through services provided by a third party. This 

eliminates the need to buying secondary hardware for data backup purposes and presents a highly 

scalable storage option. It also enables users to access their stored data over the internet from 

anywhere, at any time. The hassling task of managing disks and information is also “outsourced” to 

the service providers and there is no risk of data loses during an occurrence of theft. 

This paper discusses different “Online backup systems” commonly and popularly used over the 

Internet. The paper will also compare few online backup systems in an attempt to provide the 

differentiation factors, pros and cons and underlining concepts behind the trend. 

Typical features of online backup systems 
 

The basic features and functionalities online backup systems provide are [2]: 

 Password Protection – Personal account for storing backup data over the Internet 

 Encryption pre-data transfer – Before sending the data over the Internet, it is encrypted 

 Encrypted storage – The backup data could be critical and private to the data uploader. 

Hence, online backup systems usually store data and information in encrypted form to avoid 

undesirable access 

 Automated backups 

 Larger storage space 

 Fast access to backup data 

Online Backup Systems 
 

There are many online backup systems available today. Every product has its own unique selling 

point and comes with different features. Apart from a functional look of these systems, one should 

keep in mind the non functional but equally important aspects like service charges, security of the 

data, support services etc. 

Below is the list of Online Data Backup Systems covered in this paper. The list is not sorted in any 

order and the selection of these systems was done bearing the uniqueness and popularity of the 

systems among internet users around the world. 

 Carbonite 

 Dropbox 

 Mozy 

 ElephantDrive 

 Memopal 
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Carbonite 
 

Carbonite is a small program that automatically manages backups and helps keep track of the 

backups in computer systems. When ever a file is created or an existing file is modified, the Carbonite 

program encrypts the file and sends it to Carbonite’s data centre. Backups are transmitted using 

secure socket layer (SSL) security technology, and they’re stored at a state-of-the-art data centre on 

highly reliable, redundant disk arrays. To restore the backup’d files to any place on your computer; 

one can access them remotely from a PC, through internet and to mobile devices like iPhone and 

Blackberry [3]. 

Carbonite comes with small software that connects to its servers once installed to your computer. 

During the installation, the user is given two options for data backup i.e. Automatic setup and 

Custom Setup. Automatic backup takes backup of the files present in “User” directory (C:\ 

documents and settings) which includes files present in My Documents and Desktop. Customer setup 

lets the user decide which file or folder to backup. It also lets user to setup custom backup schedule.  

Features 

 Intuitive installation and interface 

 Options to schedule back ups or to automate the same 

 Direct access to the backup files through Internet to PCs (Win and Mac) and mobile devices 

(IPhone, Android, Blackberry) 

 Unlimited storage space with a flat price for home users of 54.95 $/year 

 Visible backup status (Figure 2) 

 Encrypted data transfer and storage in offsite data centres 

 Option known as Carbonite Pro available for small scale industries 

 Include and exclude files and folders from being backup’d (Figure 3) 

 

Figure 2: Icons are highlighted with green, orange, and white colours to inform the user about the status of the backup. 
Source www.carbonite.com  

 

http://www.carbonite.com/
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Figure 3: Locate a file or folder, right-click and select Carbonite; Back this up. Source www.carbonite.com 

 

Though becoming very popular after its first release on 2005, there are real needs of improvements 

in terms of support services, licensing and backup speeds. Table 1 shows the pros and cons of using 

Carbonite. 

Pros Cons 

Backup multiple versions of the same file up to 
90 days 

Slow to start and during creation of first backup 
of the user’s system 

Option to manage own encryption key Unable to use Carbonite Remote File Access to 
access backed up files through internet if key is 
self managed [4] 

Option to select files to be recovered first A license per PC for home users. Need to 
transfer the subscription to another computer 
in case the first breaks down 

Cheaper service of 55 $ per year for home user Network drives and remote drives are not 
supported for data backup 

A single license for unlimited number of users 
for Carbonite Pro 

No file sharing option (Socializing) 

Data backup and archiving happens in the 
background without interfering with the user 

Slows down considerably when backup’d data 
crosses 200 GB mark 

 

Table 1: Carbonite Pros and Cons 

According to the website www.carbonite.com, “Since 2006, Carbonite has backed up over 69 billion 

files. Today we back up more than 150 million files every day. Most importantly we’ve restored over 

6.1 billion files that would have been lost forever.” 

Dropbox 
 

Dropbox is software that syncs files online and across multiple computers automatically where it is 

installed. One can download Dropbox for Windows, Mac, and even Linux and can even download 

Dropbox apps for smartphone or mobile device (iPhone, iPad, Android, and Blackberry) [5]. Dropbox 

also supplies online access to the data and information through their website. Hence, the files and 

folders are in multiple systems (shared) and in an offsite repository safe and sound. Not only through 

the desktop client, users can also upload their files and folders through the web browser. 

 

http://www.carbonite.com/
http://www.carbonite.com/
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Once installed in the system, everything a user puts and modifies in a Dropbox folder is automatically 

and instantly synchronised to different computers and mobile devices thus allowing sharing and 

availability of data and information at multiple places (Figure 4). Sharing is easy in Dropbox as one 

can invite people to access files and folders inside the Dropbox. Links to particular files within the 

dropbox can also be sent to people enabling sharing anytime, anywhere [6]. Since everything inside 

the dropbox folder is copied in a dropbox server remotely and automatically, data backup is easy and 

fast. Dropbox also maintains the history of changes done on every file and folder for the last 30 days. 

 

Figure 4: DropBox folder on a Windows system 

 

Features [7] 

 

 File Sync 

o Automatic sync files and folders to different computers and devices 

o During sync process, if the connection drops, the process resumes from that 

particular point after the connection returns 

o Synchronization can affect bandwidth and hence users have the liberty to set 

bandwidth limits 

o Incremental synchronization takes place to save time and bandwidth 

 

 Security and Privacy 

o Sharing of files and folders is governed by access controls 

o Files and folders transmitted are encrypted (SSL 128) and stored by AES 256 

encryption 

o Publicly available files and folders are only available through their designated links 

and are not searchable or browsable 

 

 Files Sharing 

o Control access to shared data 

o See other people’s changes instantly 

 

 Online Backup 

o Automatic backup  

o Version and history control 
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o 30 days of undo history and add-ons available for unlimted undo 

 

 Web and Mobile device access 

o Access files and folders via Internet (Figure 5) 

o Availability to shared data anywhere on any system and even on mobile devices 

o Put files from mobile devices to dropbox and make them available 

 

Pros Cons 

Free 2 GB of Dropbox space per account 300MB file size limit for files uploaded via the 
web 

Encrypted file transfer and storage Less customer driven pricing offers for storage 
and a bit expensive 

Enables sharing among different people on 
different platforms 

The shared folder data diminishes the Dropbox 
size of everyone who gets it shared with them [8] 

Supports versioning and history which can be 
made unlimited 

Synchronization of files is automatic and cannot 
be scheduled as per users will 

Supports multiple platforms like Windows, Mac 
and Linux.  

 

Mobile access is also available. Free application 
could be downloaded and used in mobile 
devices. 

 

Good support available online through forums  

Users giving invitations for joining Dropbox get 
250 MB free space (limit 8 GB max) 

 

 

Table 2: Dropbox Pros and Cons 

 

 

Figure 5: DropBox web interface 
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Dropbox, in an effort to continuously improve and serve their customers better, has a VoteBox 

system which takes in users popular requests for improvements or changes and tries to customize 

the newer versions based on the demand and trend of the requirements.  

Mozy 
 

Mozy is another popular online backup system that allows both Windows and Mac users to backup 

their data to offsite data centres or servers. Mozy comes with three products for its users i.e. 

MozyFree, MozyHome and MozyPro. MozyFree and MozyHome are intended for home users 

whereas MozyPro is intended for supporting businesses in online data backup. Mozy is owned by 

EMC which is world’s biggest corporate data storage system makers. “Mozy has a global partnership 

with Lenovo to provide online backup service to its PC owners. McAfee, the world's second largest 

security software company, has also teamed up with Mozy to offer online backup services to its 

customers. Mozy is also endorsed by eBay and Iomega. General Electric Company's (GE) has made a 

substantial investment in Mozy to back up data for all its mobile employees. Mozy was voted No. 1 

for backup and recovery by Small Business Computing in 2009” [9].  

In general, the working of Mozy online backup system is simple. Like the above mentioned online 

backup systems, one needs to download and install the Mozy client. During the installation, the Mozy 

configuration begins where user can set the default backup folders and files, modify and customize 

scheduling process and even bandwidth usage. The history of all the backups is also made available. 

Once the data has been backuped, there are multiple restoration options available. “Users can 

restore data via the Mozy software client, through the web, or by ordering a DVD restore. Windows 

users can also restore data via right-click or through the Mozy Virtual Drive” [10].  

 

Figure 6: Mozy Desktop Client 

 

Features 

 Encrypted data transfer and storage 

 Data centers used to stare backup data are ISO certified 

 Data backup is continuous and incremental 

 Restoration of data versions for upto 30 days back 

 Mozy backs up all open and locked files, including Outlook PST files [11] 

 Supports both automatic and scheduled backup based on users preference 

 Multiple restoration options available 

 Technical support available for paid home and business users 

 Backup data from external hard drives 
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 MozyFree offers 2 GB free backup space for lifetime and additional 256 MB for each friend 

the user refers to 

 Price of $4.95 per month (MozyHome users) for unlimited storage and $3.95 per month plus 

$.50 per GB for MozyPro users 

 

 

Figure 7: Feature comparison chart: MozyPro and MozyHome. Source http://www.mozyreview.net/  

 

 

Pros Cons 

Backup multiple versions of the same file up to 
30 days 

Online restoration is tedious and slow 

Cheap service  Service not available for mobile devices 

Ability to define and use user preferred 
bandwidth for backup process 

Deleted file gets deleted from the online 
repository by the next backup run 

Backup from external hard drives is possible No file sharing option (Socializing) 

Multiple restore options are uniquely different DVD delivery for data restoration is not free 

Support available via chat, email and telephone Free users have no telephone support 

Multiple pricing plans available i.e yearly, bi-
yearly etc. 

 

 

Table 3: Mozy Pros and Cons 

Elephantdrive 
 

Elephantdrive is simple, safe and secured online backup system. It is quite powerful and supports 

varieties of home and business needs as compared to its competitors. Elephantdrive comes in a lot of 

flavours for home as well as business users and supports multiple systems. Apart from offering free 

2GB account which supports file sharing, online access, automatic or scheduled data backup, the 

http://www.mozyreview.net/
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system has 2 home packages for personal (Personal Edition) and family usage (Family Edition). 

Personal edition costs $9.95 per month with 100 GB of data backup storage covering 2 computers 

and maintaining history for upto 30 days. Family edition provides 500 GB of storage capacity for 5 

users while maintaining 1 year of data history. Enterprise edition of the system can be configured 

according to the requirements of the business. Enterprise edition supports unlimited history 

maintainence, unlimited number of devices and network drives and servers. One needs to create an 

Elephantdrive account, download and install the client and start uploading, sharing and creating 

backup.  

Features  

 Differential backup for faster future backups 

 Sharing files is possible through an internet link 

 Secured transfer and storage of files and folders 

 Web access to backup data from any device 

 Variety of products available 

 Powerful administrative tool for Enterprise Edition 

 Supports large and even open files backups 

 Minimal affect on user systems while data transfer 

 

 

Figure 8: Elephantdrive main interface 

The online interface of the program is quite simple looking providing variety of information like 

search engine, reports and files access. One can also upload files and folders online to our backup 

data via the interface. 

Pros Cons 

Backup multiple versions of the same file up to 
30 days, 1 year and even forever 

Poor support service for home users as 
compared to other online data backup systems 

Cheap service  Service not available for mobile devices 

Ability to define and use user preferred 
bandwidth for backup process 

Open file backup is only available in Pro version 

Backup from external hard drives is possible for 
enterprise users 

Desktop interface is at times confusing 

Sharing of files and folders possible  

Supports both Windows and Mac and servers  

Supports multiple computers on single account 
for paid services 

 

TrunkDrive feature to create remote directory 
directly onto the users system allowing drag 
and drop for data backup 

 

Option to create own private key instead of 
using key provided by the service 

 

 

Table 4: Elephantdrive Pros and Cons 
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Memopal 
 

Memopal is an online data backup system that archives files and folders in the system automatically 

and remotely to its safe and secured servers. The service provides online data access and so the data 

is always available anywhere and everywhere. Memopal also enables sharing of files and folders 

even when their sizes are more than 1 GB. 

Memopal is attractive alternative to home users when compared to above mentioned data backup 

systems. A free account supports 300 GB of data backup with 500 MB more on each invitation to a 

friend.  Security is handled efficiently with 128 bit encryption.  

Memopal comes in two more flavours i.e. Personal and Business. Personal license gives user the 

freedon to install memopal on 10 different systems without extra cost. Organization of files and 

folders is also possible with memopal with supports Windows, Mac, Linux and smartphones. 

Memopal site has a mobile version to enable users to access their contect through web from their 

mobile devices. Personal license costs €49 an year with the storage limit of 200 GB. Business license 

covers not only desktops but also servers costing from €48 for 10 GB per user. Different offers are 

available based on the number of business users and data backup space required. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison table for MemoPal Personal and Business license. Source www.memopal.com 

Features [12] 

 

 With a Personal license one can install Memopal on all PCs (up to 10) at no additional cost 

 Access to files from anywhere on the web 

http://www.memopal.com/
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 Automatic and real time data backup 

 Smart and secure storage (with 448 bit encryption) 

 Send files larger than 1 Gigabyte in less than 10 seconds 

 File sharing and remote access to the data from anywhere 

 Cheaper alternative to other online backup systems with customized Business license 

                     

Figure 10: Memopal desktop client at work. Source www.freshshare.com         Figure 11: Sharing file via Web 

Pros Cons 

Memopal uses RAID 5 technology to ensure 
multiple copies are data are stored at multiple 
places eliminating all chances of data lose 

Unavailability of monthly payment options 
 

Single user operate on multiple computers Unlimited storage space is not offered 

Offers low cost cloud storage Product development and improvement is 
rather slow  

Dedicated support for proxies and free MS SQL 
plugin [13] 

Also backup unnecessary files like MS Office 
temporary files and thumb.db 

Sharing of files and folders possible by single 
click via client and web 

 

Supports Windows, Mac and smartphones  

Supports multiple languages  

Faster backup and uploading process  

Native file indexing and checksum based 
archiving 

 

 

Table 5: Memopal Pros and Cons 

Comparison Matrix 
 

With understanding and knowing different online data backup systems, one needs to understand 

differences among them. The following comparison matrix is intended to cover just that. The 

criterion on which the differentiation is being developed is services, prices, features support, plans 

etc. 

http://www.freshshare.com/
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The table below portraits the differences between 5 mentioned online backup systems. 

 Carbonite Dropbox Mozy Elephantdrive Memopal 

Storage 
Length (after 
deletion) 

30 Days 30 days to 
permanent 

30 days 30 days Permanent 

Backup 
Frequency 

Real time 
(could also be 
scheduled) 

Real time (not 
scheduled) 

Real time 
(could also be 
scheduled) 

Real time 
(could also be 
scheduled) 

Real time 
(could also be 
scheduled) 

Web Access Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Search Engine Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Versioning Upto 90 days From 30 days 
to unlimited 

Upto 30 days 30 Days to 
unlimited 

Unlimited 

Sharing Not possible Yes Not possible Yes Yes 

Several 
Computers for 
single account 

No Yes No Yes Yes 

Supported OS Windows, 
Mac 

Windows, 
Mac, Linux 

Windows, 
Mac 

Windows, 
Mac 

Windows, 
Mac 

Support for 
smartphones 

Yes Yes No No Yes 

Customer 
Plan (basic 
plan) 

$ 54.94 per 
year per 
computer for 
unlimited 
storage 

$ 9.99 per 
month for 50 
GB 

$ 54.45 per 
year 

$ 99.50 per 
year for 100 
GB 

$ 49 per year 
for 200 GB, $ 
69 for 300 GB 

Business Plan N.A. $ 19.99 per 
month for 100 
GB 

Desktop 
Licenses: 
$3.95 per 
month + 
$0.50/GB per 
month  
And Server 
Licenses: 
$6.95 per 
month + 
$0.50/GB per 
month [14] 

$ 199.50 per 
year 

$ 49 per year 
for 10 GB 

 

Table 6: Comparison between online data backup systems 

Source http://www.memopal.com/en/writable/cms/Guide%20to%20Online%20backup.pdf  

Conclusion 
 

With a boom of online data backup systems and increasing alternatives available today, the industry 

is promised to grow with more features, better products and support. Data and information will 

always be important to users and businesses and hence we can expect a competitive online data 

http://www.memopal.com/en/writable/cms/Guide%20to%20Online%20backup.pdf
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backup market beneficial to every one of us. The basic features of safety, security, accessibility, usage 

and pricing shall always be the key factors differing one service from another. 
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